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= -~ -AS'W'e noted~last w-,,'eK ,- tllis:"letler is"'tlfe "Secontl"In"1,""ge-ries: traaitionally prod=~at~ ~ - -
year end, and its task is to formulate a forecast for 1987. Coming up with a year~end 
forecast is easy at some times and more difficult at others. At the end of 1982, for 
example, it was easy to postulate a continued rising market, with a target for the Dow, then 
at 1041, of around 1300. The closing high for 1983 turned out to be 1287. Last year, with 
the DJIA at 1536, we suggested that prices might first move higher, then lower. The first 
part of this forecast, obviously, has been fulfilled. Regarding the second there remains 
some question. 

A forecast for 1986 is, we think, particularly difficult. 
around the question of whether the correction we anticipated 
question for which we, frankly, have no answer. 

It centers, essentially, 
last year has yet taken place, a 

It is, in this connection, worth restating at this point the difference between a 
forecast and a recommended investment policy. The latter is of course necessary at all 
times. On some occassions it is based on a forecast, at other times, on the general 
investment climate. Such is the case this year, where arriving at an investment policy is a 
good deal easier than producing a forecast. 

One aspect of investment policy on which it is possible to settle is the question of 
what sort of stocks ought to be held. For the first half of 1986, leadership continued to 

,come from on a group of issues which could be classified as disinflation-hedge stocks. Such 
issues were, generally, consumer-oriented and interest-sensitive. During the year, we 
believe, the baton of leadership passed from these issues to stocks in the energy and 
natural-resource areas, such as forest products, oils, and chemicals. Portfolio policy for 
1987 will, we think, include increasing exposure to such issues. 

__ ~ ___ Regardin-g-equity_expos=e,.-oul'_dnv_estment-policY~Lth,,_pasLfo~ear;;;ends_has_been~one_ ~ 
of being fully invested. As we begin 1987, however, we would suggesf having some reserves 
available. As we noted last week, the 1986 action upon which we base this policy has been 
the trading range which contained most averages from the end of March onward. This trading 
range involved successive higher highs at five separate points during the year. At any rate, 
this was true for the Dow. Such a pattern was less evident in other indices. We pointed out 
in November, the fact that the broader the index one looked at, the less well it had acted. 
The S & P 500, for example, continued to achieve new peaks through December, albeit by a 
lesser amount than was the case with th Dow. The Value Line average has yet to better its 
May high, and the performance of breadth has been abysmal. Indeed, a few poor days, of the 
magnitude of, say, Tuesday, could cause our daily breadth index to reach a new nine-month 
low. 

For this reason, we are unwilling to view the Dow's recent move to 1955 as a decisive 
break-out from the trading range, especially since, as was the case with previous highs, it 
lasted for only one day with no follow-through. We continue to regard the market as 
remaining within its range for the past three quarters, a range which, in the case of the 
Dow, possesses a slight upward bias. 

If this is true---and it must be reiterated that this is only a hypothesis---the best-
case scenario for 1987 would be a continuation of the trading range with a later upside 
breakout. The worst case would call for a downside breakout some time during the year and ar 
ensuing full-scale major bear market. Such a process could involve the average moving below 
1500. 

Now none of the above, we hasten to add. can be part of a forecast, since it is too easy 
for future market action to change it. New highs, accompanied by good breadth, could mean 
that-the'early~December-upside breakout was real. Also, as noted above, 'themarket could 
return to its long trading range and then break out on the upside some time later. We think 
that this uncertainty provides the best reason for an investment policy which involves 
maintaining some reserves. 

If we are to be pinned down to a forecast, however, it would call for continued 
corrective action during the first part of the year followed by strength during the second 
part. Hopefully, the emergence of that strength will make our forecasting task a year from 
now easier than it is today. 
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